BUSANINTERNATIONALARCHITECTURALDESIGNWORKSHOP2020
ONLINE SPECIAL

1. Synopsis
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Human-made cities are the spaces where various interpersonal contacts occur through streets,
squares, and the like that connect human dwellings. By means of these contacts, cities have laid the
foundations to create communities, cultures and industries that enable our life today. Also, those
spaces engendering contacts have formed various networks that build up sympathy and solidarity
between citizens as the stepping stones for the growth of civil society. However, such social activities
as human contacts are serving as the main cause of spreading virus infection which has been
continuing since the last winter, and the world is endeavoring to overcome this with the spatial
measure of “social distancing.” This situation has unfortunately led to the closure of squares and
streets where now human contacts, the most social activity of human kind, can hardly occur.
Against this closure, however, shared cultural communications are also occurring around the world,
for example in the form of keeping contact through balconies. This is an endeavor to keep the
substantive nature of humanity as “homo communicus” even as we are witnessing the disruption of
basic spaces of contact necessary for human sociality. Besides, we seem to be asked again or still
what “contacting and distancing” should mean for human beings in the urban space which has
evolved with the runaway engine of efficiency.
The Busan International Architectural Design Workshop 2020 intends to create an opportunity to
share with the students majoring in architecture and urbanism around the world their various
proposals on the post-corona life and architecture based on their own sphere of life.
Participants will be free to suggest various scenarios, under the assumption of any post-corona
situations such as: after the end of COVID-19; yearly recurrence of similar virus infections; or
perennial disaster due to these infections. We hope you propose through these socio-environmental
scenarios how human beings should make contacts, connections, bonds and solidarity for social
survival and sustenance, as well as what architecture and neighborhood parks should look like as the
basic infrastructure to support social values. The social space for humanity has been formed so far
rather passively between personal spaces. This workshop, however, intends to provide an opportunity
to give second thoughts to the question: how to create the human spaces of dwelling, meeting, and
solidarity in the “New Normal” after COVID-19? Perhaps this question might be like the oldest
meditation on the social roles of architecture and urbanism. We expect you, as students of
architecture and urbanism, propose significant messages on the problems of environment and
survival which are challenging the world simultaneously today. Although we cannot but meet on line,
we look forward to seeing all participants share their creative ideas and beautiful visions through
this online workshop.

2. Workshop Process and Schedule
1) Number of participants and team make-up
- Participants affiliated with the same school (university) should form a team consisting of one
guiding professor and three students.
- All guiding professors participate in the first and second critique sessions of other participant
teams (about 4 times).

2) Scenario planning and proposal preparation (15 days, 8/1~8/15)
- The project site should be an actual backward dwelling (collective housing) site selected by the
school team within its affiliated country.
- Team members should derive a proposal by using any online communication tool, and submit
the first proposal (image file and a video file of presentation within 10 minutes) on the web
site in 15 days after the opening of the workshop.
- image file : A3 size(landscape-type, pdf file, No limit in the number of page, 300dpi), video file
: 720p

3) First session of critique and revision (critique for 7 days + revision for 15 days)
- The selected tutors (two tutors for each team) critique the proposals uploaded on the web site.
The critique results and opinions are submitted on the web site so as to be read by each team.
- After the critique, about 15 days are provided for revision. Each team should submit the second
proposal in the same manner as the first session.

4) Second session of critique and revision (critique for 7 days + revision for 12 days)
- In the same way as the first session.

5) Final submission and deliberation (9/25)
- The final submission should be the image file for panel exhibition and a video file within 10
minutes.
- The video content should include the expression of a proposed scenario and its spatial program.
- image file : A0 size(portrait-type, jpeg or pdf file, 300dpi), video file : 1080p(FHD)
- All final submissions are posted on the web site and deliberated by the designated jury.

3. Application
- The application for participating in this workshop should be submitted on the web site of
Busan Architecture Festival (See “Announcement,” http://eng.biacf.org/).
- After receiving the confirmation mail, pay the registration fee (USD 100 for each team).

4. Awards
- Grand Prize (1 team): Award of the Korean Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism
(3,000,000KRW)
- First Prize (2 teams): Award of the Mayor of Busan Metropolitan City, Award of

the

Chairman of Busan Municipal Assembly(2,000,000KRW)
- Excellence Award (3 teams): Award of the Chairman of BAF (1,000,000KRW)
All other teams participating in this workshop will also be provided with gifts and the
workshop outcome publications.

